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Abstract—The current era is deeply intrigued by the technological advancements, with mobile phonesbeing 
itsultimateepitome.Inthisfast-growingworldaround, Mobilephonetechnologyhashelpedindevelopingand moving 
forward along the curve. Simulating various applications of a mobile phone using a very basic language,(C++) 
on the platform Turbo C++ using Sequential search algorithm.Linear search or consecutive quest is a strategy 
for finding an objective incentive inside a rundown. It successively checks every component of the list for the 
target  value until a match is found or until all the components have been checked 
 

INTRODUCTION 
The following computer project is an approach to simulate the 
basic mobile functions using C++ coding format.It is a menu 
based program which provides a user with 3 basic operations 
to mimic a real life mobile.The menu that is provided are to 
save a new contact, display the contact list, search for 
acontact, delete a contact from the already existing list.We 
use the concept of File structures forsaving and retrieval of 
data. We use Index search algorithm for searching for the 
contactsdetails in the file, where we search each and every 
number and match the details.The calculator takes in two 
operands and one operator from the user and generates an 
outputbased on the inputs.The calculator application has a few 
operations namely basic arithmetic operations, square,square 
root, cube, cube root, trigonometric operations. The resume 
generator application takes in the following information 
name, address, phonenumber, objectives, academic records, 
hobbies, languages known, experience if any, technical skills 
and personal details. The following details are stored in a file 
whose name the user provides at the start and the resume is 
generated in a .htm file.. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
I. EASE OFUSE 

Test system is an extraordinary apparatus for fast prototyping 
and improvement of your application permitting you to see the 
consequences of changes rapidly, investigate mistakes, and run 
tests. 

important to test your app on physical devices as there are 
hardware and API differences between a simulated device and a 
physical one.A mobile simulator system lets you test a site and 
decide how well it performs on different sorts of cell phones. A 
decent test system tests portable substance rapidly on different 
programs and copies a few gadget profiles at the same time. 
This permits investigation of portable substance progressively, 
find blunders in code, see rendering in a situation that reenacts 
the versatile program, and advance the site for execution. 

• Simulatessoftware 
• App runsunmodified 
• Helps you find unexpectedbehavior 
• Tend to be free and opensource 
• It is a fairly inexpensivesolution 

 
II. IMPLEMENTATION 

The mobile simulation program is implemented in C++ 
language on Turbo C++ platform and makes use of the 
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following concepts. 
1. CLASS 
2. OBJECTS 
3. FUNCTIONS 
4. DECISION MAKINGCONSTRUCTS 

-IF CONDITIONS 
-SWITCH CASE 

5. LOOPS 
6. GOTOSTATEMENTS 
7. POINTERS 
8. DATA FILEHANDLING 
Washout filters are a significant part of the execution of 
movement stages as they permit movement frameworks, with 
their restricted scope of movement, to mimic the scope of 
vehicle elements being recreated. Since the human Vestibular 
framework consequently re-focuses itself during consistent 
movements, waste of time channels are utilized to smother 
superfluous low-recurrence signals while restoring the test 
system back to an impartial situation at increasing velocities 
underneath the edge of human recognition. For instance, a 
pilot in a movement test system may execute a consistent, 
level turn for an all-encompassing time-frame which would 
require the framework remain at the related bank edge, 
however a waste of time channel permits the framework to 
gradually move back to a balance position at a rate beneath the 
edge which the pilot can identify. This permits the more 
significant level elements of the figured vehicle to give 
practical signals to human recognition, while staying inside the 
confinements of the test system. 
 

 
III.SYSTEM DESIGN 
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IV.SYSTEMREQUIREMENT 

 
 

 

FUTURE ENHANCEMENT 

It is  not possible to develop a system that makes all the requirements of 
the user. User requirements keep changing as the system is being used. 
Some of the future enhancements that can be done to this system are

As the tecnology emerges, it is possible to upgrade the system and can be 
adaptable to desired environment. 

Based on the future security issues, security can be improved using 
emerging technologies. 

This project can be made more user friendly than now.

 
CONCLUSION  
 

There are different Mobile applications that help in 
managing and storing data, executing information as needs 
be, creating information with given data, etc.There are 
different inquiry procedures accessible to peruse through 
the documents or records that are accessible. The issue 
explanation is accomplished by actualizing document 
structures and utilizing the consecutive inquiry calculation.
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